Executive Summary
What is Aerologix?
Aerologix is drone technology company that has created
the ultimate platform connecting drone pilots to
customers. We have built a full web interface with both
IOS and Android flight apps including a fully automated
flight navigation feature called Aeropath.
This patented flight navigation technology is critical as it
allows for consistent, high quality image and data capture
every time from even novice drone pilots and low cost
consumer drones.
Our app also considers other operational factors such as
airspace and weather conditions and will not even let a
drone fly in an area where it shouldn’t.
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Mission statement
“To provide seamless access to on-demand drone
vision to anyone anywhere using any drone”
The Aerologix business model is like Uber meets Airtasker for drones. We
can remain asset light while at the same time scale extremely fast to
accommodate the demands of our clients across the globe.
We have identified major industry pain points - one being the rapid
deployment of 5G infrastructure across the globe by multiple telcos. This
has been accelerated by COVID19 due to huge increases in online
activity.
We are already working with one of the biggest telcos in this market and
look to capitalise on this opportunity with our unique technology and
highly skilled team and rapidly growing pilot network.
Tom Caska - Co-founder & CEO
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Our Story - The founders
Aerologix was first conceived in May 2019 when Tom and
Rakesh met during MBA studies at AGSM (One of Australia’s top
business school’s). Both Tom and Rakesh had previous drone
tech start ups, Tom had a successful drone imaging company
called Aerolens (founded 2014 with US presence; first Australian
drone company to get FAA approval) and Rakesh, an award
winning drone software company called R2 Robotronics
(founded 2016) Tom has also spend many years as a Airline
pilot working for Qantas Airways, and set up the largest drone
operation in the Southern Hemisphere for the Australian
government to monitor sharks and swimmer safety.
After some workshops and a few late nights running business
models it became apparent that the ultimate solution was a
combination of these 2 companies. Aerologix was born on June
20 2019. Patents and IP from prior companies are owned by
Aerologix.
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